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*And give me a better title for this thing while you’re at it.

Dear AAlgar, 

 any chance of letting me out of the cage anytime 
soon? you’ve had me chained up down here for the 
better part of a decade now, and these chains are 
beginning to give me rashes in my naughty bits. I 
know you and your wife love having a gimp, but 
you know what they say- If you love something, set 
it free. set me free AAlgar, set me free. set me free. 

 -JonnyZ

Actually, the gimp came with the house.  I’d love to set it 
free, but we’re renting.  It’s not really up to me.

***************

Dear AAlgar, 

 Rumours have been circulating that you are being 
pressured by animal rights group to release your 
caged creature from it’s cage. 

 Please don’t do it. You still haven’t toured it in 
Toronto and i have been waiting to see this devil 
created beast. I know others that would like to see it 
to so there is still ticket money that you could make 
from touring it in Toronto. 

 Please keep it in it’s cage. God only knows what the 
monster will do if released back into the world. 

 God bless, 
 innocentboy 

  
 my visual art: http://www.innocentboyproduc-
tions.com (last updated Aug. 27, 2004) 
 Song of Songs the comic book: http://www.son-
gofsongsthecomicbook.com (last updated Sept. 2, 
2004) 
 nosebleed, nosebleed, rain, nosebleed, nosebleed, 
yawn

Toronto?  As in Canada?  That reminds me of a story.  
Someone sent me a $2 Canadian coin (apparently known 
as a “twoonie.”)  I can’t fi nd anyone to exchange it for 
American money, so I still have it.

I didn’t say it was an interesting story.

[Dear AAl]
are you my dad? 

 -Mike

I suppose it’s possible. Since I’m as curious as you are, 
I got immediately to work producing a DNA sample, 
which I then put in an envelope labeled “Mike.” (I made 
it straight into the envelope after only 3 tries, too!)   
When you receive it, send it off to the lab, along with 
your own sample, and we’ll settle this once and for all.

***************

AAlgar, 

 why wont you return my calls? i thought we had 
something special, but one dead kitten and its all “i 
think we need some space”... cant you see what you 
mean to me? i NEED you!!! just give me another 
chance and i swear to god, no more taking advan-
tage of you when youre passed out, i promise!!!

[“Bloodyhell”]

The scary thing is, this person was joking... but this 
could actually have been written by any one of the girls I 
dated in high school or right after.  Tweak up the suicidal 
level by 48% and it’s completely dead-on.

***************

Dear Ron “Aalgar” Watts 

 I heard a very very STRONG rumor about your 
royal joltness, sayint that you were a TWAT. is that 
true? and is red your natural color? much love to 
you beautiful contractor 

 -SPC William Cote’ 
 LSA ANACONDA, Iraq

Wow.  It’s nigh-impossible to answer this without ex-
plaining at least some of it to people who probably don’t 
spend every waking moment on Brian Michael Bendis’ 
internet message board.  But I’ve sworn off exposition in 
an attempt to improve my writing, so I’m not going to 
explain anything.  You, the reader, are just going to have 
to deal with vagueness and inside jokes.  

Yes, I am a twat.  My natural color is more like orange 
— or Vivid Tangerine, if you have the 96 box of Crayolas.  
And much love right back to you, Private.  Thank you for 
your service to our country.

Dear Ron “Aalgar” Watts, 

 My mom has told me to ask you if you could please 
stop trying to pick me up from school. Please don’t 
think me rude, but I’m not sure if I should accept 
that almond joy from you. I am very aware that it’s 
got nuts as you like to tell me, but you still make me 
feel weird. Also, the time you offered me a puppy 
seemed inappropriate. Maybe when I’m older, say 
6th grade we could talk, but until then keep all 
candy, balloons, animals (specifi cally pythons) and 
carnival tickets to yourself. 

 Arthur

Wow, this could be really misleading if it were taken out 
of context.

***************

Dear writer, 

Why are you doing a letters page when your book 
isn’t ready? Are you Kevin Smith in disguise? 
Work! Write! 

[“English” Nick Thompson]

In the time it took for me to write, “draw,” edit and 
publish this comic book, Kevin Smith has announced 3 
fi lm projects and at least one new comic (plus the ones he 
started years ago and never completed).  As of this writ-
ing, not a single one of them has seen the light of day.

Then again, he’s a household name... and I’m not, so 
much.  So maybe procrastination truly is the key to suc-
cess.

***************

Dear mr WATT 

 see i’m not an idiot i know how to spell your name, 
i had a question but then i drank my bodily fl uids to 
try to remember and i just forgot even more. what 
the hell is wrong with me?

[SPC Coté]

They were your bodily fl uids, right?  You’re not drinking 
from envelopes marked “Mike,” I hope?



Dear Mr. Watt, 
 Is there any chance of you jumping off of 
waterfalls in the near future, or will you complete 
this book first? Maybe you could get Warren Ellis 
to take over if you decide to jump early! 

 Sending all my love, 
 Johnny Hall

Okay, friends... if you get nothing else out of this book, 
at least remember this: never, ever make ridiculous, 
over-the-top claims on the internet.  For instance, if a 
certain staunchly anti-superhero writer is announced as 
the unlikely replacement on a very innocent superhero 
book right around April Fools’ Day, don’t say you’ll 
jump off Niagara Falls when it turns out to be true.  
Because what’ll happen is this: it’ll end up being 
completely true.  Then people will insist that you make 
good on your threat... and you’ll spend the rest of your 
life branded as someone whose word is worth nothing.

***************

Dear AAl,

I’ve heard you say for many years now that wea-
sels, monkeys, pants and word balloons are all 
funny, sometimes doubly so when used in combi-
nation. Can you please explain the scientific basis 
for this phenomenon?

Bob

First of all, I’m sure I never said weasels.  Weasels, like 
the word “spleen” were probably once hilarious, but have 
since been driven into the ground by people who know 
not the forces with which they tamper.

It is my lifelong mission to discover, document and ex-
plot the “Comedic Table of Elements.”  Like the Periodic 
Table of Elements, this would boil every comedic concept 
down to its most basic, undividable form.  And, also like 
the Periodic Table, the Comedic Table would help predict 
which elements could safely be mixed and which would 
produce undesirable (or even catastrophic) results.

For instance, monkeys.  Everyone knows that monkeys 
are funny.  I included one in this very issue (well, a go-
rilla... same thing) with that in mind.  But a monkey by 
itself is not nearly as funny as a monkey wearing pants.  
Or, a monkey wearing pants that are on fire.  Stick a 
word balloon above that monkey’s head and you’ve 
turned comedy lead into comedy gold.

New elements are being discovered constantly.  Like 
early chemists, I do not claim to have invented any of 
these elements.  I am merely discovering and document-
ing them for the ages.  Also, I am by far not the only 
one performing this research.  My online pal (and fellow 
indie creator) Scott Ziolko featured a robot ninja monkey 
in the final issue of his Test Tube series, much to my 
delight.  Scott is a man who clearly understands the Co-
medic Table and how to effectively mix those elements.  
You owe it to yourself (and him) to check out his work 
(www.testtubecomics.com).

While I’m at plugging for people, I should tell you 
about a few other indie books I think you should check 
out.  Granted, I’m no Brian Michael Bendis.  I’m some 
dude you probably never heard of before this book, and 
you’re probably not all that impressed with what you’ve 
seen so far.  (Trust me, it gets better.  Much better.)  My 
opinion probably doesn’t mean diddly to you, but I think 
it’s important that we little guys stick together as much 
as possible.  So, if you have a few bucks and a desire to see 
what some up-and-coming folks are doing, check out...

• Ronin Illustrated (a mixed bag anthology of horror, 
comedy and action): http://www.comixpress.com/
catalog/p...?products_id=67

• Hero Happy Hour (these guys are a little bigger Hero Happy Hour (these guys are a little bigger Hero Happy Hour
than the rest of us... but they’re still not Marvel or DC 
famous... yet.  This comedic series, set in a “Cheers” for 
the spandex set, deserves to be as huge as any X-book):
http://www.geekpunk.com

The next time someone starts whining about how The next time someone starts whining about how 
“the future” isn’t here yet — because we don’t “the future” isn’t here yet — because we don’t 
have flying cars or domestic robots to do our dirty have flying cars or domestic robots to do our dirty 
work for us — send them my way.  Because I’m work for us — send them my way.  Because I’m 
completely convinced that the future is now.

Of course, I know that statement is a logical Of course, I know that statement is a logical 
impossibility, so shut your nerd-hole.  I’m talking impossibility, so shut your nerd-hole.  I’m talking 
about the future as it was promised to us all when about the future as it was promised to us all when 
we were young; an age of fantastic technological we were young; an age of fantastic technological 
wonder and convenience.  To wit: my computer wonder and convenience.  To wit: my computer 
does whatever I tell it to do.  It’s constantly helping does whatever I tell it to do.  It’s constantly helping 
me find obscure music, movies and comic books.  me find obscure music, movies and comic books.  
About six years ago, I said “computer, find me a About six years ago, I said “computer, find me a 
woman.”  It did, and we’ve been happily married woman.”  It did, and we’ve been happily married 
for over three of those six years now.

And then we come to Tales of the Odd.  I’ve loved .  I’ve loved 
comics for as long as I’ve been literate, and I’ve comics for as long as I’ve been literate, and I’ve 
always wanted to write one.  Lack of any sort of always wanted to write one.  Lack of any sort of 
drawing skill, or access to someone with said skill, drawing skill, or access to someone with said skill, 
prevented me ever achieving this goal, so I just prevented me ever achieving this goal, so I just 
let the ideas simmer in the back of my brain.  But let the ideas simmer in the back of my brain.  But 
then one day I discovered a piece of 3D modeling then one day I discovered a piece of 3D modeling 
software called Poser.  Poser is the conduit through software called Poser.  Poser is the conduit through 
which I can tell my computer, “here’s a story about which I can tell my computer, “here’s a story about 
a city of supervillains, now draw it.”  And it does.

Okay, maybe I’m leaving out a step or two.  There Okay, maybe I’m leaving out a step or two.  There 
was a small measure of self-training involved was a small measure of self-training involved 
— but most of that entailed stealing other people’s — but most of that entailed stealing other people’s 
3D models and taking them apart to see how they 3D models and taking them apart to see how they 
worked.  Dozens of anonymous, genuinely talented worked.  Dozens of anonymous, genuinely talented 
artists did the hard work.  I just stood on their artists did the hard work.  I just stood on their 
shoulders, drew a moustache on their creations and shoulders, drew a moustache on their creations and 
filled in a few funny word balloons.  

Anyway, thatʼs why this book has a bit of a different Anyway, thatʼs why this book has a bit of a different 
look than most others.  Iʼm not trying to make any sort look than most others.  Iʼm not trying to make any sort 
of statement here about the obsolescence of human of statement here about the obsolescence of human 
beings in the art process, or in the superiority of the beings in the art process, or in the superiority of the 
digital medium... Iʼm just trying to tell a story with the digital medium... Iʼm just trying to tell a story with the 
tools I have available to me.  With the help of the folks tools I have available to me.  With the help of the folks 
at Creative Labs (themselves helped along by several at Creative Labs (themselves helped along by several 
hundred dollars of my money), I can now create my hundred dollars of my money), I can now create my 
own virtual action figures and playsets, take pictures of own virtual action figures and playsets, take pictures of 
me playing with them and charge you money to look at me playing with them and charge you money to look at 
those pictures. 

I love living in the future.

This is the space in which I plan to put the letters This is the space in which I plan to put the letters 
column... but since this is only issue 1, I donʼt have any column... but since this is only issue 1, I donʼt have any 
letters yet.  Remember though, Iʼm the guy who didnʼt let letters yet.  Remember though, Iʼm the guy who didnʼt let 
lack of artistic ability (or writing ability, for that matter) lack of artistic ability (or writing ability, for that matter) 
get in the way of making a comic book, so why should I get in the way of making a comic book, so why should I 
allow a lack of letters to get in the way of making a letters allow a lack of letters to get in the way of making a letters 
column?  What follows are internet-solicited entries and column?  What follows are internet-solicited entries and 
recycled letters from my old online humor column, recycled letters from my old online humor column, 
Sarcastic Voyage.  In other words, stuff my computer .  In other words, stuff my computer 
gave me when I asked it for letters.  

Enjoy!

— AAl

• “C-Cubed”  The touching story of a clone, a clone, a clone, 
some more clones and some guy.  Also, clones.

• “Supervillainy for Dummies” The newly christened 
Canopenerman attends a seminar and begins his exciting 
new career as a supervillain.  Or does he?  (Yes.)

• “Henchmen of the World, Unite!” What’s more evil than 
supervillains?  Unionized supervillains!

• “Planned Obsolescence”   The Super Human Intelligence 
Team was once a commanding presence in Fort Burr, with 
the coolest acronym ever... but that time has passed.

• “There’s a Box?”  Meet Johnny Non-Linear, a character 
whose name indicates his clever gimmick.  Damn, I’m good.

• Tales from the Bully Pulpit (also not as obscure 
as, say, me... but highly deserving of your attention.  
Benito Cereno is a funny, funny man.  And very patient 
with his fanboy stalkers.  TftBP features a time-travel-
ing Teddy Roosevelt fighting Martians with the ghost 
of Thomas Edison.  Do I really need to say anything 
further?): this one you can get on Amazon actually.  
Lah-dee-dah.

• Western Tales of Terror (the title pretty much sums Western Tales of Terror (the title pretty much sums Western Tales of Terror
it up.  Really neat anthology series of... well... western 
tales of terror.): http://www.hoarseandbuggy.com

• The Ciderview Project (Michael Goodman’s tale The Ciderview Project (Michael Goodman’s tale The Ciderview Project
of love and loss... not to be confused with Fish Stories, 
my own tale of love and loss.  Entirely different love and 
loss.): http://www.ciderviewproject.com

I left out a lot of other indie creators with whom I am 
familiar or friendly, not because I don’t think they’re 
worth reading... but because I haven’t read their stuff 
yet.  I can’t, in good conscience, recommend something 
I haven’t looked at myself.  But I’m sure I’ll offer some 
more stuff in future issues... if I make it that far!

While I’m at plugging (and while I still have an assload 
of space to fill on this page), perhaps I should mention 
some other ventures of mine you might find interesting:

• AAlgar.com: the home for all things AAl.  I wrote 
a humor column called Sarcastic Voyage for about five 
years (still do occasionally), and the archives live here.  
Also, various attempts at internet humor, from my infa-
mous “AAlgar Collection” products to some audio stuff 
I did.  There’s a lot of stuff here, and some of it isn’t half 
bad.  I’m not going to tell you which of it isn’t half bad 
though.  You’ll just have to look through all of it till you 
work it out.  There’s also a link here to my LiveJournal if 
you’re interested.  (If you call it a “blog,” I will find you 
and punch you in the throat.)
http://www.aalgar.com

• Lookit-Intense Films: My friend Bob (to whose letter 
this is technically still a response) and I have done some 
silly movies over the years we’ve known one another.  
They’re all here, on the web, for your viewing pleasure.  
We hope to do some new stuff in the near future, but 
we’ve been saying that for awhile now.  Then again, 
I’ve been saying I’m going to produce a comic for awhile 
now, and that finally happened.  So one never knows, 
does one? 
http://www.lookit-intense.com

• Pinhead Games: The brainchild of my friend Mark.  
At this writing, Pinhead Games has produced two fully 
voiced point-and-click adventure games, in the tradition 
of LucasArts classics like “The Secret of Monkey Island” 
and “Day of the Tentacle.”  The first, Nick Bounty: A 
Case of the Crabs, has gotten the attention of about half 
a million people, and also the New York Times.  The sec-
ond, Brain Hotel, is actually based on the comic you hold 
in your hand.  It follows the story of Ed Arnold, a deliv-
ery man in Fort Burr.  To date we have received about 
300,000 downloads and a ridiculously glowing review in 
PC Gamer UK magazine.  (They called my writing “bril-
liant” and the game a “five star masterpiece”!)  These 
games, and any that we may produce in the near future, 
are entirely free, and playable on Windows or Mac com-
puters.  All we ask is a little of your time.  
http://www.pinheadgames.com

• The Brian Michael Bendis message board at Im-
age comics: if not for this damn thing, I would have 
produced six issues by now instead of just one.  It’s an 
insanely fast-moving, often brutal, usually funny and 
very sweet community of like-minded geeks, nerds and 
dorks.  Okay, we’re not usually like-minded, which is 
one of the things that makes the place so damned inter-
esting.  Also, a bunch of comics creators, both indie and 
pro, hang there.  I’ve had “conversations” with, among 
others, Gail Simone, Alex Maleev, David Mack, Michael 
Avon Oeming and, of course, Bendis.  Plus, I met all the 
indie guys I mentioned above and have been given a great 
forum for trying out my comedy, pimping my work and 
just bitching about whatever comes to mind.  It really is a 
great place to hang out... just try not to get too addicted.
http://www.imagecomics.com/messageboard/
viewforum.php?f=3






